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gift card. As in Experiment 1, action video game players were
tested but their data are not reported here.

Hearing children were recruited from a school district in the
Rochester NY area. Mailings were sent from the school district to
parents of all children aged 7 to 17 years. The response rate was
approximately 15%. All children had normal or corrected-to-
normal vision and no known history of neurological or cognitive
impairment. They were screened to ensure none required an
Individualized Educational Program (IEP) indicating the need for
accommodations due to learning or language impairment.
Children were divided into three age categories: 7–10 year old
elementary/primary students (N = 38, MAGE = 9;1, 16 males), 11–
13 year old middle school students (N = 16, MAGE = 12;2, 5 males),
and 14–17 year old high school students (N = 14, MAGE = 15;7, 1
male).

Deaf children were recruited from deaf schools in Rochester NY
and Austin TX, and a camp for deaf children in Madison, SD.
School or camp administrators mailed letters to the parents of all
children aged between 7 and 17 years, resulting in a 10% response
rate. All children had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no
known history of neurological or cognitive impairment. Although

most of the deaf children had IEPs as a result of their deafness,
none had reported attentional problems or learning disabilities.
The deaf children divided into the same age categories as hearing
children: 7–10 year olds (N = 15, MAGE = 9;3, 10 males), 11–13
year olds (N = 20, MAGE = 12;4, 1 male), and 14–17 year olds
(N = 14, MAGE = 15;6, 7 males). All had an unaided hearing loss
.70 dB in their better ear and used ASL on a daily basis as their
primary means of communication. None had undergone cochlear
implant surgery. Sixteen (33%) had hearing parents, although all
of these children had started to learn ASL in pre-K classes.
Parental hearing status had no effect on the measures used, and is
not considered further. Given their background, this group is more
similar to the native signers adults described above, and differs in
aetiology from the children typically considered in the literature on
deafness, visual attention and cochlear implants [14–16].

A two-way ANOVA on experimental UFOV thresholds with
auditory deprivation (deaf, hearing) and age group (7–10, 11–13,
14–17 years) as between subjects factors revealed significant main
effects of auditory deprivation (F(1,117) = 17.85, p,.001, partial
g2 = .14, CI95diff = 11–31 ms) and age group (F(2,117) = 6.49,
p = .002, partial g2 = .11), and a significant two-way interaction
between auditory deprivation and age group (F(2,117) = 7.10,
p = .001, partial g2 = .11). This interaction led us to assess the
effects of age group separately for deaf and hearing children. As
predicted, for hearing children the UFOV thresholds did not vary
as a function of age group (F(2,68) = 0.12, p = .884, partial
g2,.01), whereas they did for deaf children (F(2,49) = 25.43,
p,.001, partial g2 = .53). While deaf 7–10 year olds performed
equivalently to hearing 7–10 year olds, older deaf children
demonstrated better thresholds, outperforming their hearing peers
and the youngest deaf children (see Figure 3).

Interestingly, the training tasks indicated worse performance in
the youngest deaf group compared to the other groups (see
Figure 4). Post-hoc analyses for the central stimulus identification
task showed no main effect of age group for hearing children
(F(2,68) = 2.26, p = .113, partial g2 = .07), but a significant effect
for deaf children (F(2,49) = 11.87, p,.001, partial g2 = .34). Deaf
7–10 year olds had significantly worse thresholds than both 11–13
year olds (p,.001, CI95diff = 9–22 ms) and 14–17 year olds
(p = .001, CI95diff = 6–20 ms). Similarly, post-hoc analyses for the
divided attention task showed no significant main effect of age
group for hearing children (F(2,68) = 2.09, p = .132, partial
g2 = .06), whereas it did significantly affect the performance of

Figure 3. Useful Field of View Thresholds, Experiment 2. In the
main UFOV task the performance of 7–10 year old deaf children was
comparable with that of their hearing peers, whereas older deaf
children were significantly better than their hearing peers. Error bars
indicate 61 SEM.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0005640.g003

Figure 4. Useful Field of View Training Thresholds, Experiment 2. On the two training tasks, the youngest deaf children (7–10 year olds)
performing significantly worse than their hearing peers. Across all age ranges tested, for both deaf and hearing samples, these children were the only
ones who did not perform near ceiling on these tasks.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0005640.g004
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peripheral locations and targets selected from within a field of
distractors. If early auditory deprivation enhances visual selective
attention resources in the periphery, rather than simply increasing
peripheral distractibility, then deaf individuals should be better
able to localize a peripheral target embedded in a field of
distractors while simultaneously discriminating the identity of a
target presented centrally at fixation. Alternatively, if auditory
deprivation results in deficient visual selective attention, deaf
individuals’ performance on the UFOV task should be impaired
relative to that of hearing individuals.

The majority of studies reporting enhancement of visual
attention to the periphery have recruited deaf individuals born
deaf to deaf parents who learned American Sign Language (ASL)
as a first language. This leaves open the possibility that
enhancements in attention are restricted to this sub-population
and do not generalize to the deaf population at large. This is of
concern as most studies reporting deficient visual attention have
focused on deaf non-signers. Therefore, in addition to recruiting
deaf native signers, we included deaf individuals who experienced
early auditory deprivation but did not learn a sign language. In
addition, the impact of sign language was further evaluated using
hearing subjects, born to deaf parents, who acquired ASL as a first
language. Some of the studies referenced above have included
hearing native signers, and have suggested that sign language use is
not sufficient to induce enhanced peripheral attention [20–22].
The possibility remains, however, that a combination of early
auditory deprivation and visual-manual language acquisition are
required to bring about the observed changes in peripheral
attention in deaf native signers. The inclusion of both hearing
signers and deaf non-signers allows, for the first time, an
assessment of the effects of auditory deprivation and sign language
use independently, as well as their potential interaction.

Materials and Methods

Ethics Statement
This research was approved by the Research Subjects Review

Board at the University of Rochester, NY.

Design
Each subject was assessed using a modification of the UFOV

paradigm [17–18], which incorporated two training tasks and the
main experimental task (see Figure 1A) administered in the
following order: (i) central stimulus identification training: a two-
alternative forced choice (2-AFC) identification task at the center
of the visual field – a face icon subtending 2.0 degrees of visual
angle was presented in the center of the screen and participants
had to decide whether it had long (0.27 degrees of visual angle) or
short (0.16 degrees of visual angle) hair (Movie S1); (ii) divided
attention training task: the same 2-AFC central identification task
combined with the localization of a peripheral target (again
subtending 2.0 degrees of visual angle) presented in isolation at
20u of visual angle at one of eight possible cardinal/intercardinal
locations (Movie S2); and (iii) the UFOV experimental task, also
termed selective attention task by Ball and collaborators [17–18]:
the 2-AFC central identification task with localization of a
peripheral target always presented at 20u of visual angle at one
of eight possible cardinal/intercardinal locations and embedded in
a field of 27 distractors each subtending 2.0 degrees of visual angle
(Movie S3). The distractors appeared along each of the eight
possible cardinal/intercardinal axes at 6.67, 13.33 and 20 degrees
of visual angle (see Figure 1A). The peripheral target was a five-
pointed star enclosed within a circle, and the distractors were
white line-drawings of squares isoluminant with the peripheral
target.

All three tasks were presented within a circular gray field
subtending 21u of visual angle. Each stimulus display was followed
by a visual noise mask presented on the whole screen and then a
prompt appearing at fixation. Participants indicated their response
(in speech or sign) for the central task, and the experimenter
manually entered that response. For the peripheral localization
response, participants touched the screen at the location where
they believed the peripheral target to have appeared. Trials were
classified as correct if the subject accurately identified both the
central icon’s identity and the location of the peripheral target (in
the first task, only central task performance applied). An adaptive
staircase procedure was employed for all three tasks – after three

Figure 1. A Schematic of Useful Field of View Task. In the experimental UFOV task, participants were asked to discriminate a briefly presented
face in the center of the display – the cutaways show detail of the ‘short hair’ and ‘long hair’ faces – and to indicate the location of a peripheral target
(a five-pointed star in a circle) via a touch screen. B Useful Field of View Thresholds, Experiment 1. Performance (mean threshold is ms) of each
subject group on the experimental UFOV task; error bars indicate 61 SEM.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0005640.g001
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Introduzione. Attenzione visiva e sordità precoce

• Emerge dagli 11-13 
anni nei sordi precoci

Dye et al., 2009 (vedi anche Proksch & Bavelier, 2002; Bavelier et al., 2016)
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Gli occhi orientano l’attenzione
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